Weekly Summary of all Positive Influenza Virus Results (all UPHS tests)
2017 - 2018 Season

Week Ending
**Weekly Summary of Positive Respiratory Pathogens (other than Influenza)**

(all UPHS tests)

**2017 - 2018 Season**

- RSV A, B
- PIV 1, 2, 3, 4
- Adeno
- hMPV
- Corona
- Rhino/Enterovirus
- M. pneum
- C. pneum
2017 - 2018 Weekly RVP Testing Volume and % Positive Influenza

- Weekly Total; Flu & RSV positive samples tested by Xpert
- Weekly Total; samples tested by LDT/ePlex RVP
- % Flu Positive; all methods
- % Flu A; all methods
- % Flu B; all methods
gene Xpert Rapid Flu, RSV; 2017-2018